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Characters have always been part of our culture. However, in today's 
world of "hype"--best sellers and box office smashes, electronic media, and 
licensing of characters' images for endless types of products and services, the 
exploitation of characters has become a growing industry. The global 
commercialization of characters encounters only minimal restrictions because 
in reality there are no frontiers or legal barriers, other than those imposed by 
government, restricting the commercial exploitation of characters. Characters 
change effortlessly from one medium to the other and frequently assume new 
dimensions. This immensely expands the commercial value of the characters 
because it provides the character with legal protection in a variety of different 
settings, postures and characterizations other than those in which the creator 
originally depicted the character. But as to the problem of which character 
could be protected and how to protect, there is no universal standard .  
The primary intention of this article is to review the object of the fictional 
characters which is protected by the right of merchandising. There are four 
chapters in this article. The introduction expatiates on the merchandising. And 
the first chapter gives some introduction to the merchandising of fictional 
characters, and then points out the significance of establishing the system of 
merchandising. The second chapter presents the experience of the 
merchandising in U.S.A, Japan and Taiwan, China.  The third chapter 
reviews some cases about the merchandising, illuminating the need to 
establish the system of merchandising in our country. The last chapter 
concludes the objects which could be protected by merchandising and the 
criteria.  














countries, the modes of protection are different. The author's opinion is to give 
special protection to characters merchandising in our country. The essential 
contribution of this article is summing up the object of merchandising, and 
analyses the law of Copyright, Trademark and Anti-unfair Competition to 
affirm the criteria about the object of merchandising. 
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“在电影、电视、动画等作品中出现的人物、动物或机器人等，也包括用
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